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About This Game

From the scenario writer of "Folklore", the critically acclaimed RPG for Playstation 3. Follow Asumi as she travels to Tokyo
alone to search for her only sister whom she has mysteriously not heard from for months. Highlighted by a genuinely intelligent

and unpredictable story, uncover a frightening truth in this dramatic and thrilling suspense mystery.

"We used to Fight As Children…
We Fought Over the TV…

I wanted to watch cartoons and you wanted to watch science programs…
In the end I’d always burst into tears…

And you’d always let me watch what I wanted…
Father was always busy…

It was always just the two of us...
We used to go to the festival every summer…

Always...together…
You smiling beside me...wearing the same yukata…

But one year we stopped going...a boy picked you up… I knew you liked that boy
I used to stand by the door watching you…

The teddy bear you gave me that one day… I still have it. I’ve been taking good care of it.
The darkness of the night is scary...it makes me more aware of how lonely I am..."
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Truly intelligent plot, by master storyteller Hidehisa Miyashita

Upgraded visuals and additional content added for Steam

Draws the player in with fear, mystery, and suspense

A well written cast of characters who you really feel for

An unpredictable story that will put you on the edge of your seat
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Publisher:
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Into Blue Valley gives a nice and interesting concept with mystery and horror themes
but it is really short and has a little bug like getting struck,game crash etc.
Not recommmend buying it on full prices. Wait for sale.

7\/10

. Really wanted to like this. It felt extremely cool, subnautica in space I said to myself.

Then the doors said they were open when they were closed.
Then I died from lack of oxygen when I had plenty of oxygen.
Then it told me to make a plant and I did, at least a plant-pot, but that is all the direction I got.

So in short, this could be cool, but apparently it is "finished" and the developer is not fixing this stuff.
. monsters, dead dogs, elfs. Very addictive, much old <3. this game cured my depression. WAIFUS EVERYWHERE 10/10.
This is a pretty good Third Person Shooter with full story co-op and AI temates that are often more effective than human
players.

It plays a lot like Gears of War crossed with Mass Effect Muliplayer and features a very good drop in drop out coop mode
which has plenty of checkpoints to minimize frustration. A bit lacking in polish but very advanced and ambitious for an indie
game. Feels like a steal considering the price.

A couple of weak points are the "magic" system which doesn't really seem to work though you can get through the game without
using it and the fact that the ammo crates aren't universal so you will constantly find yourself dropping weapons so that you can
pick up one which is compatible with the local ammunition boxes. This was probably added for realism but it is annoying and
doesn't add anything good to the game.

Another weak point is the fact that the game directs you to use grenades on the first armored helicoptor but later in the game,
you face a second armored helicoptor which has exactly the same design but is impervious to grenades (you can only kill this
one by going upstairs and grabbing the special heavy weapon which will enable you to shoot it down though the game doesn't tell
you this and even gives you a box of useless grenades as if trying to trick you into rage-quitting.)

Other than that though, it is mostly a good game. Be warned however, the ending is a cliffhanger. This game was obviously
intended to have a sequel which was never made. I hope they make a sequel someday but I wouldn't bet money on it.. quot;VCB:
Why City" Review

When I saw a title in the "New Relases" section that went by the name of "VCB: Why City" in the new releases section, I
figured it was just another Grand Tehft Auto knockoff (Lol, you know the kind, Mafia, Jumpix Jump, Watch Dogs, Witcher,
Sleeping Dogs, Saints Row, Skyrim, Fallout, Elder Scrolls, Morrowind). But, I did a double take when I learned that this game
was a parody of the open world genre! And a great parody it is! The biting satire and wit present in this game's story and
dialogue would make Jon Swift himself salivate. If you're not into ironic humor, than go play one of those humourless (like
Borderlands, for example!) Lol.
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PROS:
+ The soundtrack, featuring rappers like MC Poh, provides a strong, steady beat, to match the chaotic rhythm of the epic
gunfights and battle sequences.
+ Though the main protagonist is male, they sneak in a strong woman in Karina, who acts as a comic foil, yet is clearly
independent and ambitious with her work as a streamer!
+ Some jokes push the envelope a little bit (Crude!) But they always do so with a purpose, and will leave even the marble man in
"The Thinker" giggling.
+ Challenging driving and shooting mechanics. The weapon spread is calibrated fantastically!

CONS:
- Fat shaming. There's been too much fat shaming in games, and as a man who is a bit portly (but healthy), I do tend to take
offence to these "jokes". Though our weight may be high, we make up for it in heart. Micro-aggressions and punching down.
- There are a few jokes about People of Size. PoS's like myself already take a beating in popular culture—why carry it on into
the virtual world. "The Media" treats us bad enough.
- I wouldn't let my child play this game. I don't have one, but I'd start him off on an educational game first!

All in all, this game nails it. For the price, you can't beat it! Three dollars for a great work of satire. These Russians sure know
how to make a game! Maybe I'll visit Moscow and ask them for some tips : - ) (I'm working on becomeing a programmer!)

Anyways, Loveing This Game.
9.1/10
A Dave 2003 Review
. This was a really fun TPS with a lot of character to it, but sadly it was already dying back when Uber was releasing Super
MNC. It's WAAAY dead now, and the only way you'll get a match is if you pre-schedule it with friends, or there's a super
dedicated following that plays on select days/times of the week.. The last chapter from the previous 2 games, this is more
disturbing and has more difficult puzzles than the previous 2 games. Involving jumpscares as well, but I noticed it also lack the
same feeling from Underworld where you would feel at any moment you would get chased by a creature. But still, there are still
some chase scenes and the disturbance throughout the game really makes it even more horrifying. It also really goes from what
the title of this game is saying too.. This game is a no for me based on how the character controls - jumping and moving feel
weightless. Enemy combat is also very simple as you run in, swing your sword, then run away -it feels tedious. Finally, although
the game does a good job and mixing up what you have to do (shooting yourself out of cannons, dk carts, unique puzzles), I
found a lot of the experiences to be poorly executed.

Play luckys tale instead!

For those of you who just want a reason to buy it, here are the pros.
Things the game does well:
+strongly themed worlds
+Long experience
+hidden collectibles
+Diversified gameplay (donkey Kong karts, blast your self out of a cannon, puzzling, platforming, combat)
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I dont care about the negative reviews. I am enjoying it and i think its a decent game.

The only thing i want to mention that bothered me is the price, its a bit too high in my opinion.. COULDNOT RUN IT AT 
ALL,WHY?(xp). This game is about the genetic engineering of animals. You play as an intelligent morey of the size you
choose. Keep in mind the size of morey changes the way you play the game, to an extent. I recommend this game, because you
get to feel the racial tensions between humans and moreys, and this is a pretty good mirror to today's world of racial tensions..
WARNING: Avoid from using smooth rotation (the right trackpad) as this will cause nausea for almost everyone except those
with strong "VR legs" - use snap rotation (L/R trigger) instead**

Great demo consisting of explorable scenes from the game. If only there was an actual game in VR with this level of detail..
-STEEL EMPIRE-

Its Gameplay and Controls feel great.

its Steampunky art style is superb and its Aged really well.

This Version ran absolutley fine and if ur looking to scratch that Shmup Itch then this will do it for you.

I wish alot more old retro style games were done as good as this.

Thanks guys for Bringing this to steam :D

[Release] Real Fishing VR is available now!:
Now available. Unsolved Stories Version 1.0.2.9 is Now Available:
WHAT'S NEW
In this update, 14 new blocks have been added to the "Loop" region.
New Blocks Screenshots
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The optimization is still ongoing.
Work In Progress version does not show the final product.. THE LIGHT KEEPS US SAFE - Coming Tomorrow!:
Hello everyone!

This is just a quick reminder that our next game, The Light Keeps Us Safe will be released at 9am PST (5pm UK) tomorrow,
October 11th.
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If you haven't had a look at the gameplay trailer yet, then check it out over here. And, hey, we have to say the game has already
moved on this since that footage, because this Early Access and we're motoring!

Oh and just one other little thing: we put Sir, You Are Being Hunted on sale for the week. So combine that with the launch
discount and you could pick up Sir and The Light Keeps Us Safe together for close to the price of a single one of our games...

Happy October! :D

-BR. Daemonical Video Update #11 - Video Dev Logs Start Again!:

Hey everyone,

our newest Dev Video Log is up on our channel, you can check it out here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euzjAj-uAZQ

We talk a bit about the new ambience and weather controller that we have implemented in the game.

Official private alpha starts on Saturday, so make sure to visit our Discord - https://discord.gg/fearem and ask us for keys if you
don't have them! We are still giving them out to everyone, and we are also doing daily giveaways on our daemonical giveaway
discord channel.

See you guys in the game!

Fearem

. Update 0.5.5.5 Distillation and alcohol:
- Added distillation apparatus
- Added several alcoholic drinks
- Insisting grape juice in a barrel is now available up to 10 game years. Update 1.413.180715:
Based on the feedback we collected, we fix some known minor issues.

Enjoy The Vagrant!. Important Update - AI and Matchmaking Coming Soon:
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Hey everyone, I wanted to send out an update so I could clear some confusion about what's happening with the game, and give
some info on our next feature update!

We've all been reading the reviews, and I've seen quite a few negetive ones. They mostly consist of:

 Unable to find other players.

 Sessions dying due to players quitting

 Minor (annoying), non gamebreaking bugs

So, here's what's happening on our side:

Player base
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